grateful reflections

When Peggy Weigle interviewed me in late 2006, she asked me what I was looking for. I told her I was looking for a place where I could make a difference, a position that challenged me, and a chance to see the impact of my work, combined with others, right before my eyes.

As I inch toward my 1st year anniversary as Executive Director of Animal Humane, I see more clearly what we accomplish together each day. Our 2016 Fiscal Year statistics reached amazing heights: from rehoming 4,134 pets and achieving a 93% Live Release Rate, to treating over 4,200 owned pets in our campus Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic — so that each is healthy and spending the holidays with their owners — to inspiring our youth with life-changing lessons through nearly 9,000 hours of valuable instruction, and reaching $809,975 in sales at our Thrift Shop. All of these achievements were only made possible with your support!

In addition to our shared accomplishments, what continues to impress me most is the variety of ways that pets arrive at our shelter — the unique circumstances that surround each — and how our team stands at the ready to respond to the needs of these pets, their owners and in some cases, the advocates for each of these cats and dogs.

We met Nemo at the Valencia County Animal Shelter during a Project Fetch transfer. Nemo was initially so fearful we had to carry him outdoors. Our Behavior Team saturated him with enrichment activities and introduced him to playgroups. And it was his natural curiosity (and high-value treats) that helped Nemo gain confidence and graduate from our Behavior Modification program in 10 short days. During this time, he went from panicking on the floor in fear to seeking interactions from our team to discovering the joys of being a dog! And two short weeks later, Nemo left our shelter to go live his new life with a loving family.

Jiffy Pop’s journey took a twist when a kind and concerned Albuquerque citizen trapped him and drove him to our shelter. Upon arrival, we quickly determined that Jiffy Pop had ringworm and was immediately introduced to our Animal Care Supervisors, Yuri Pryor & Armando Vargas. These talented Team members have successfully treated 100+ felines since our Feline Ringworm Treatment Ward opened in June 2014 thanks to a generous gift by Sandy Gold. “Since Jiffy Pop was a stray, initially he was fearful of being handled. But several weeks into his treatment, he blossomed. He approached the front of his cage and waited expectantly for food, as well as his bi-weekly Lyme Sulphur baths. He tolerated the baths very well, and after 17 dips over 6 months, Jiffy Pop was released as a well-socialized and friendly kitty,” says Yuri. Mr. Pop was adopted 30 days later!

In January 2014, I had the privilege of introducing a 98-year-old dog lover to five shelter dogs, in the hopes that one would become her perfect companion. Each dog was expertly selected by our Behavior Manager, Trevor Driggs, and a private room was set up for introductions. We only made it to "dog #3” before the selection process came to a halt and the oldest adopter in our history quickly left with Fido — a sweet, black 4-year-old Chihuahua. The two bonded instantly.

This past summer, Fido was returned to our care as his owner, now 100%, was nearing the end of her life. When her conservator who had reached out to me in 2014 emailed saying, “It’s time for Fido to come back to you,” I said, “Name the day and time and we’ll be ready.”

Two weeks later Fido was successfully re-homed, again, and nothing brings me more joy than knowing he brought tremendous comfort and companionship to his owner during the last 2 ½ years of her life and that this holiday Fido will be ringing in the New Year with another loving family!
From transfer partners we collaborate with year-round, and good Samaritans who take the time to rescue pets, and families who need us, homeless cats and dogs enter our Circle of Care for many reasons. And each receives quality care and loads of love from our team every single day!

So during this season of giving thanks — I thank you, our magnificent donors, along with our volunteers, staff and Board of Directors — for making these stories, and thousands more, possible this year at Animal Humane. I sincerely look forward to saving and impacting more lives with each of you in 2017.

Wishing you & yours a joyous holiday season,

[Signature]

Donna M. Stumpf
Executive Director

---

**investing in our future**

Our footprint is growing. Again. What started as a shelter occupying a single, two-story building on a dirt road has grown to 6 acres on two sides of Virginia Street.

A year ago, our neighbors across the street granted us first right on a 2.28 acre parcel that faces both Virginia St. & Wyoming Blvd. A precious donor, who was keen on the opportunity this acreage would afford us, along with approval by our Board of Directors, made the purchase possible. Our land is being developed with two main goals in mind: to offer creative outlets for people to strengthen their owner + dog bond and to expand services to our community that generate valuable revenue to sustain our daily shelter operations.

We are excited to share details of our $20 million dollar capital campaign to develop our new property, of which our Board of Directors has already committed $800,000. You will be receiving invitations to experience phase-by-phase construction and the rationale behind this important next step in our evolution of serving our communities and state’s homeless pets.

Here is a look at how our important project will transform our corner of southeast Albuquerque and our planned phased construction:

**Phase 1** involved the installation of two grass agility fields and the introduction of instruction by our Head Agility Trainer, Kim Terrill, starting mid-November. An Albuquerque native who grew up as a neighbor to our founders, Colonel Edmund & Thelma Evans, Kim is well-acquainted with our shelter. As a young girl she accompanied Thelma to 615 Virginia Street on the weekends to help out wherever needed. These days, she is a nationally renowned agility instructor and competitor with numerous titles to her credit. We are very excited that Kim, and other talented instructors, will expand our agility offerings for pet-lovers throughout our community. **Please visit TheCenter.AnimalHumaneNM.org to sign up for a class today.**

Next spring, we’ll renovate the first of three buildings on our new property, turning the space into a Behavior Training Center that will allow us to expand our class offerings. Afterwards, in **Phase 2** we’ll transform our biggest building into a Doggie Daycare & Boarding facility — and begin offering these services to our community for the first time in our history. **Phase 3** will involve the transformation of our final multi-purpose building for Puppy Pre-School and human-only instruction, as we continue to provide resources that work to keep pets in loving homes.

To learn more about The Center, please call 505.938.7888 or email DonnaS@AnimalHumaneNM.org. We sincerely look forward to taking this next, extraordinary journey with you.
Doggie Dash & Dawdle 2016

They dashed, dawdled, celebrated and most importantly, raised life-saving funds for the more than 4,000 homeless pets in Animal Humane’s care annually. The 34th Annual Doggie Dash & Dawdle, presented by Garcia Subaru North, was held on Sunday, November 6 at Balloon Fiesta Park. Once again, this fun-filled event brought thousands of passionate pet lovers and their canine companions together to make a difference in the lives of homeless cats and dogs in New Mexico.

Staying with tradition, our 5K Dash kicked off the day’s excitement with dogs and their humans racing for top honors followed by the kite morning Dawdle. This year’s dogs & their parents enjoyed many new activities in our expanded Dash layout including Agility & Behavior shows, Flyball demos, and huge inflatable human spheres by KnockerBall®, hosted by Clark’s Pet Emporium. Also new to our Doggie Dash & Dawdle, we showcased a Small Dog Sprint for the pocket-sized pups we all love and adore!

Attendees enjoyed their time at the New Mexico Bank & Trust Doggie Carnival where they took photos in the raved-about Pup-arrazzi photo tent, built their own biscuits, took their dogs bobbing for string cheese, and had caricature portraits drawn of their beloved dogs and cats. Our long time partners, KRQE & Cumulus Media, judged the always-entertaining Canine Costume & Trick contests. When humans were done spilling their canine companions at the Barketplace, they treated themselves to a fun-flow yoga class, live music, and yummy local food trucks.

With the support of our generous sponsors, vendors, Dashers and Dawdlers, this year’s event was a huge success, raising over $200,000 (and counting!) to support homeless cats and dogs in New Mexico.

A very special thank you to our top individual fundraiser, Megan Edwards, for raising $12,730 and our Top Dog Team, PNM, for raising $2,735 to better the lives of homeless pets!

Doggie Dash & Dawdle is the cornerstone of celebrating our dogs and cats while benefiting the many programs and homeless pets served by Animal Humane. Doggie Dash would not be possible without our generous partners who support and propel our mission.

Leader of the Pack Sponsor
Garcia Subaru North

VIP Tent Sponsor
Long Leash On Life

By Dog Sponsors
Clark’s Pet Emporium
Cumulus Radio
KRQE & New Mexico CW Sport Systems

- AKC Canine Partners • ABQ Free Press
- Academy Boarding Kennels • Albuquerque Journal
- Albuquerque Pet Memorial Service
- Albuquerque The Magazine • All Sports Trophies
- Aspen Printing • Boxing Bear Brewing Co.
- Canine Country Club • Garcia Ives Nowara
- Hillary Vermont • Kinesio • Lamar Outdoor
- Los Alamos National Bank
- New Mexico Bank & Trust • New Mexico Gas Co.
- New Mexico Mutual • Pet Food Gone Wild
- POMS & Associates • Preventer Financial
- REDW • RKD Alpha Dog
- Smith’s Food & Drug Stores • VCA
- Veterinary Dentistry & Oral Surgery of New Mexico
- WinstonFoto • Xerox • Yelp
season of gratitude

When you support Animal Humane, you are helping to save lives and give dogs and cats the brighter futures they deserve. What none of us can predict, however, are the amazing and far-reaching effects each act of compassion will have on the pets and people we serve. Represented in these stories, we have so much to be grateful for — and your generosity makes it all possible.

paying it forward by giving back

Giving is a very personal activity. Whether it is finding a present for a friend or family member, lending our time as a community volunteer or providing money to support a meaningful cause, most of us put a good deal of thought into how and what we give. We do it because we care about the person or believe in the cause, not because we expect to get something in return.

I give to Animal Humane New Mexico because I enthusiastically support the work of this important organization and truly believe it makes a positive difference in our community. However, what I have received from Animal Humane far outweighs what I have contributed — immeasurable happiness in the form of furry companions that have stolen my heart.

For me, like others, rescue cats and dogs are children, a nuclear family. They dominate our home lives (in very positive ways) and keep us very busy. I’m sure they understand what we say to them, and that they speak to us as well. We wouldn’t trade for anything their companionship or their unconditional love.

Animal Humane is one of those organizations that you hope will eventually put itself out of business, that glorious day when there will be no abused or abandoned pets. Unfortunately, we know that will likely never happen, and there will always be a need. And that’s why we will continue to support, and thank Animal Humane.

— Pat Vincent-Colkawn

in the name of love: one youth’s inspiring tribute

For the past two summers, Nora Hassin, an enterprising 9-year-old, has had lemonade stands to earn some extra money. While most kids have a lemonade stand at least once in their childhood, Nora’s are special because she donated the proceeds to our shelter. Nora knew she wanted to donate the money to a nonprofit and, as she says, “Helping dogs and cats who need a home was the first thing I thought of.”

Nora has always loved animals. Until she was seven, her family had a Rhodesian Ridgeback named Kayla, who passed away two years ago. Nora remembers, “Kayla was very patient. I would lie down on her and she wouldn’t move.” They also had a Tabby cat named Rosie who passed. Nora and her family plan to adopt another dog in the future. In the meantime, Nora feels good about helping the dogs and cats of Animal Humane in memory of her beloved pets.

For her first lemonade stand, Nora made the smart move to set up during a garage sale her neighbors were having. She and her mother made the lemonade from scratch and it was especially popular with the thirsty yard sale shoppers. She told her appreciative customers that she was donating the proceeds to Animal Humane.

Nora is a wonderful example of many children who support the pets of Animal Humane each year, whether by selling lemonade, donating money from their birthday or collecting needed supplies. From everyone at Animal Humane, we say thank you Nora. You are an inspiration to us and to the many cats and dogs who need our help every day!
CAPS keeps beloved companions together

When Barbara Bowman adopted Chipper, a 1-year-old Bichon Frise from Animal Humane nine years ago, his name was Bruno. "Bruno didn't fit him at all," says Barbara. "He was so happy and chipper, that's how he received his name." Barbara had just lost a 16-year-old dog and she told herself she would "just look" at the dogs available for adoption. She and Chipper have been together ever since and Barbara says, "He is all I have. He means a lot to me."

Barbara takes excellent care of Chipper, feeding him lots of vegetables, which he loves. "If he hears the refrigerator door opening, he comes running," she says. While Chipper is in very good health, he suffers from allergies that cause him to sneeze and cough. Barbara has brought Chipper to our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic for many years because he receives wonderful care at a reduced cost.

Although Barbara worked her entire life as a physical education teacher, now that she is 89, Social Security is her only source of income. A serious horseback riding accident many years ago not only used up her life savings, but limited her ability to teach. Barbara doesn't have a car and her two children live in other states, so Chipper's companionship is extremely important to her quality of life. Our Clinic Team recognized Barbara and Chipper as perfect candidates for our Care Assistance for Pets of Seniors (CAPS) fund to help offset the ongoing costs of keeping Chipper well.

She is thankful that the CAPS fund makes it possible for her to keep Chipper healthy. She beams when she says about Chipper, "He is 10 but acts like he is 1!" She sums up her appreciation for the Clinic by saying, "It is a nice place to bring my dog and they treat the animals really well."

To learn more or to support the CAPS fund, please contact Stephanie Miller, Major Gifts Officer, at 505.938.7919 or StephanieM@AnimalHumaneNM.org.

sweetheart siblings receive a second chance

Fudge and Chicho are a bonded pair of 4-year-old Pit Bulls who came to Animal Humane in July. Their owner brought them in, along with two Chihuahuas and a Terrier, after learning that pets would no longer be allowed in his home rental agreement. While their smaller companions were each adopted quickly, we were happy to wait for the perfect home to open its doors for this sweet pair.

From the start, the charismatic duo won the hearts of our Adoptions Team and every volunteer who met them. In fact, Fudge became a therapy dog candidate with the Warm Hearts Network (a group of trained human-animal teams who spread love with people in hospice, senior living centers and other locations) due to his responsive, gentle demeanor. Despite their winning personalities, more and more time passed as Fudge and Chicho waited patiently to be adopted together. We knew how special they were — we just had to spread the word!

Our Team took to social media, television and radio to let people know how well-behaved and friendly Fudge and Chicho were. A woman listening in on the radio called our Adoptions Department to learn more and was informed that Fudge and Chicho would be featured at a mobile adoptions event near UNM the same day. She and her two daugthers came to meet them and immediately fell in love. Fudge and Chicho now live with their forever family in the beautiful Sandia Mountains where they have plenty of room to run, play, and share their boundless love.

Fudge and Chicho couldn't be happier in their new home — and we are thrilled to know they will spend this holiday season together with an amazing, loving family. The pair's new mom, Leticia, put it best when she said, "We had been praying for the perfect pets for our family and we feel like our prayers were answered with Fudge and Chuchol!"
Friends of the Clinic write a happy ending for Stormy

Stormy is a rambunctious, confident 5-month-old kitten who was adopted by Memie and Jeff Greathouse and their daughter, Ann, this past August. Watching Stormy explore and play now, you wouldn’t guess that just a few months ago he needed some intensive care from our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic Team.

Stormy arrived at our shelter last summer because a dog had bit him on the head. The infected bite had crushed the bone of his middle ear as well as the ear canal and Stormy was showing some loss of balance and a nerve deficit to the eye called “Horner’s syndrome.” His owner couldn’t afford the emergency medical care Stormy needed and surrendered him to us.

After surgery and three weeks of daily wound treatment and medication by our Team, Stormy’s dizziness went away and the wounds in his skull and neck healed completely. Stormy was ready to find his new family!

Memie, Jeff and Ann had come to Animal Humane New Mexico looking for a cat to bring home and love. Jeff remembers, “Stormy was so friendly,” Stormy’s hair was still growing in where he’d had the surgery and one of his eyes didn’t dilate. They were told he probably had some sight and hearing loss that may not come back. The Greathouses were happy to adopt Stormy despite his medical challenges. They agree that nothing seems to slow him down! Seven-year-old Ann says, “He’s very cuddly. He likes to steal stuffed toys and purr.” Sounds like a wonderful life!

Stories like Stormy’s are made possible because of the generous donors and dedicated staff of our Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic. Together, we make it possible to have the capacity, resources and skills to treat a kitten like Stormy who needed several weeks of care to become adoptable. Friends of the Clinic is Animal Humane New Mexico’s special initiative to raise funds specifically for the amazing work of our Clinic.

Bill & Cheryl Foote at home with their cat Sundance & dogs Sammy & Emma

ensuring a future filled with love

“Who would care for our cats and dogs if we weren’t there to do it and our children couldn’t?” That’s the question that prompted us to contact Animal Humane of New Mexico to make a plan for our pets. Animal Humane is a vital resource for animals and the people who love them in Albuquerque. Many times we have turned to Animal Humane when we have found lost or stray animals. We’ve seen their dedicated employees and compassionate volunteers work to reunite lost pets with their families and to find safe, loving homes for the others who arrive at their beautiful shelter. We benefited from their Behavioral Helpline when we adopted our rescue Labs. And we’ve honored the memories of people and pets through donations we’ve been making for nearly 20 years.

We were sure that Animal Humane’s knowledgeable staff could help us develop an Estate Plan that would include provisions for our furry family members. Thanks to Stefanie English, Senior Director of Development & Marketing, the process was as easy as one-two-three. First we filled out a form requesting that they take possession of our animals if necessary; second, we provided brief biographies and medical histories of each of our pets; and finally, we met with our attorney to designate Animal Humane New Mexico a beneficiary in our Will. Making these arrangements has given us peace of mind about our pets and confidence that our support for Animal Humane’s many programs including the Behavioral Helpline, Pet Food Bank, and Donor-subsidized Veterinary Clinic for low-income residents and seniors will continue for years to come.

— Cheryl Foote
honorarium & memorial list
June 1, 2016 – August 31, 2016

In Honor of People

Denise Abbott  Barbara B. Burke
Mary Amskam  Stephanie Amskam
Ron Bromisky’s Birthday  Gordon J. Bromisky
Amanda Burgess  Christopher Burgess
Margery Zarrow-Kroovsky  Gerald Kroovsky
Renate Chouzard  Susie & Robert Armstrong
Alice Cheedlin  Joyce & Morgan Lamper
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Dubroff  Son & Warren Dubroff
Dove Edgar’s Birthday  Marcia & Jeff Edger
Jane Ferris & Lynn Defrees  Deborah S. Sessions
Damasko Fallow’s Birthday  Darla Fallow
Marcie & Pat Fittipaldi’s Anniversary  Darcia Fissell
Reed Goodfellow  Stephen Amskam
Dr. Kimberly Hansel  Lockwood Wickett
Anne Harris’ Birthday  Kathleen & Douglas Barrett
Deb Hayden’s Birthday  Joanne A. Aufochek
Sally A. Center  Knobloch
Dorothy Delac data’s Birthday  Karen & Stan Strickland
Mike Chazarian’s Birthday  Pat & Ron Vincenz
Randy Lichtenfeld  Christopher Sawa
Ed McCulloch’s Birthday  Lynn Dobek
Dr. John C. Mitchell  Nancy H. Spier
Glenn Nieman  Adreanne Adams
David & Audrey Northrup  Steve D. Northrup
Judie Ortiz-Avena’s Retirement  Robert M. Vineyard
Krista Pickford’s Birthday  Amy Palko
Robert Rednich  Mary & David Hedin
Rasha Rabadan  Jacoslter Inter
Barty Roscoe’s Foster Cat  Arno Z. Nigus
Ken Rodgers’ Birthday  Cheryl & James Grossman
Gindy Rosen’s Birthday  Deborah Stanley
Goel Schumacher & Leslie Whippens’s Wedding  Cereza Eason-Bailey & Bill Baulby

In Memory of People

Clint Adamssen  Kay Zorrel
Angela Ayer  Barry Dow
Charles Backlund  James E. Berglund
Elaine Boles  Janice Ross
Donald J. Brown  Anne & John Welsh
Kathy B. Buehler  Nancy & William Buehler
Harry Curran  Patricia Curtis
Gary Chapman  Sherry Myers
George Childers  Barbara Chitlock
Robert Cimmarusti  Norman & Don Swee
Sylvia Cooke  Arthur V. Kazar
Sussan Costas  Kay & Bernard Fosel
Dorothy Boyd Gremm  Charles & James Grossman
Bernie & John Hughes
Jim Cross  Ed H. Hoffman
Jim Brown  Hildegarde E. Hart
Brenton “Maz” Draper  Debora & Les Hatcher
Patricia “Pat” Edwards  Nancy Janow
Tayla & Tyrone Peeples  Darcia Haeci
Vance & Trudy  Rebecca Armijo
Jennifer Wong
Virginia “Janey” Lessmeier Gibbons
Theresa J. Archibald  Debra Ann Axtell
Conrad & Louise Baker  Lavonne H. Birdwell
Barbra & David Buehler  Judy & John Buehler
Grace & William  Mary Lois & Jim Fialkow
Connie & Jim  Charles Frazier
ëry & Pat Johnson  Stephanie & Mike Coffey
Ann & Daniel Kostner  Doris Clark
Louise Kastenfeld  Jannifer Nast
Patricia Ann Kurkboom  Neil Chaffey
Marvin & Margaret Lurie  Pam & James McCue
Rachel Lueckman  Paul & Karen Wightman

Elvis & Rambo, Adopted from Animal Humane

Gloria M. Matuschkevage  Joyce & Charles Andes
Jenni Campbell
Donald F. Martinez, EAS  Shirley C. Martinez
James “Jim” M. May, Jr.  Margaret & Albert Cernovich
Milan & David Thomas III  Linda Zobel
Jenny McGowen  Elinor Dietz
David Edward Mercier  Myra Ellen Burch
Anna Hoeller
Dr. Mohinders “Mindu” A. Minal  Bruce & Debbie Atter
David Graves  Susan & Fred Sherman
Emile Montgomery  John Johnson
Beverly Perzull  Ken & Janet Conley
Paul & Elizabeth  Theresa Farneth
Alice Van Book  Joan B. Purnell
Eric N. Wolters  Catherine A. Jordan
Kim A. Reynolds  Eleanor Scoville
Mary Zarrow-Kroovsky & Gerald Kroovsky
Peggy Weakus  Jo Ann S. Cogal
Stevie Yost
In Honor of Pets

Adkins  Chasity E. Peltz
Audrina  Richard Maxton
Bills  Patrick & William Sylverstedt
Boogie Boy  Jo Ann S. Cogal
Chelsea  Susan B. teKort
Dreamsicle  Todd & Karen
Elvis & Rambo  Linda & Gerald Van Vechten

Thaddis, Adopted from Animal Humane

Gloria Robinson  William “Dub” Leatham
Lyman & William, Lord, Jr.  Lisa Leandri-Cook
Barth & Beth  Elizabeth C. Hults
Margaret & Daniel McGinnis  Randi Moyers
Mike & Karen Konigsfeld  Jim & Jim Marshak
Mary & John Maciaski  Rose Barchet
Richard & Ray Krilich
In Memory of Pets

Almon & Fatty Paddy
Ena & Dwayne Grigio
Abbie
Donna & Larry Hardenson
Allie
Maria Cattanese, Moya & Leopoldo
Mayo
Alexie
Maryann K. Dalla Sala
Angela Girl
Sulu & Daniel Konvicka
Angus
Peggy Weigle
Annabelle
Rebecca L. Vaughan
Any
Carol & Stan Day
Aston
Edward Costarica
Binkley
Mary Stuertz
Babe
Kay Sorensen
Buddha
Tom Goldsberry
Big Hank
Art & Roy Docktor
Blondie
Heidi Arp
Bobbie Bow
Marthia & Arnold Sende
Bodini
Leah A. Combs
Bobo
Wanda L. Whitcomb
Billy
Anny Noel & Jeffrey Treps
Bucky & Beauty
Hawthorn-Parkwood Company
Julie Taylor-Ballking
Buddy
Mary Stuertz
Buster
Shirley A. Garrett

Chloe
Kim A. Luna
Chocolate
Linda & Mike Cwir
Comet
Peggy Weigle
Crystal
Marjorie E. Patrick
Dancer
Dennis Abbott
Linda Terry
Dewey
Tracy & Gaye Junas
Dixie
Ann Stroser
Carol & William Hardenson
Duchess
Anne L. Hickman
Duke
Trina Pijourn
Eloise
Terry & Sean Helle
Elise
Martha Cook
Emil
Alina Dicen
Eveanding Star
Rita & P. Czarnecki
Ferdie
Donna L. Passett
Franca
Karen Lehner
Gillbert
Ann Booth Young
Gus
Scott Claxton
Harley
Scott Wilson
Jack Roberts
Jo Ann Haas
Jeffrey
Donna & Larry Hardenson
Jessie
Michelle Bhocek
Jessica
Zenaida & Michael Fevola
Kahuna
Chuang Liang
Kleo
Terry & Brian Lin
Mona Lin
Koons
Kathy Stonemorgan
Amy S. Czirer
La Nina Bonita
Barbara S. Stowens
Loie
Dominic Cabañas de Vare
Louise
Donna & Bob Bradley
Luke & Nipper
Sandra Richardson
Murphy & Zoe
John M. Eron
Max
Kendall & Gregory Gates
Terry Hernandez
Max, Minnie & Moose
Kristin Bluemler
Maya
Nanci Friedmann
Mellow Yellow
Sara, Ella & Mone
Mocha
Sarah Skrinova
Molly
Larissa Alexander & Steve Wirtz
Mr. C
Kirk Distarita
Mr. Ed & Double Dip
Linda & Chuck Hale
Mustina
Michaello A. Gillott
Murphy
Mary & James Sweet
Murphy & Winston
Ludowica Wickliff
Nigel
Carol G. Buzzell
Nilla
Maria Winter
Ollie
Michaello A. Gillott
Oreo
Oscar & Janet Wilson
Shelby Schmitt
Pebbles
Maria Wood
Penny
Peggy & Lee Emmer
Karen & Louise Gardner
Donna & Larry Hardenson
Popper, Radar & Zoe
Denise Brake & Robert Byrd
Purr & Weil
Stephen F. Watson
Pump
Vernon L. Lovejoy
Plat
Barbara Zon
Piper
Neil R. Haas
Pixie & Shonto
Jan Walters
PI
Sharon L. Mitchell
Pride
Brooke Ross
Princess
Susan A. Brown
Prissy
Battie A. Fisher
Pumpkin
Crimson Cavaliers
Bol
Ann M. Bayless
Dorothy & Bob Bradley
Joyce Marie Deppe
Cindy Osuga

Scout
Colleen C. Whittaker
Shanu
Kerry & Prasad Soman
Shorty
Snowy Erle
Squeaky
Euba A. Herbst
Lisa A. Batchelder
Sandy & Jim Talbott
Suki
Patricia C. Kristal
Sunny
Pamela & Karl Cudner
Dr. Anthony & Terri Pachelli
Tuffly & Max
Pam & Mark Chiu
Tulip
Sandy L. Levinson
Tiger Lily
Brooke Rosen
Tiggy
Terry & Leslie Halle
Topper
Pam & Max
Gary & Karen Joliet

Coraline
Adopted from
Animal Humane

Henry
Adopted from
Animal Humane

Truffles
Jeannie & Walter Halszki
Truffles
Alessa A. Simon
Valentines
Larry T. Brown
Woody
Linda &.bus Cwir
Woofies
Cassie P. Backer
Zoe, Leo & Stella
Flowers
Jan & Karen Grass
Zoie
Joani D. Murphy